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地址 Somex Ltd 
Ballyvourney, 
Macroom, 
Co. Cork, 
Ireland

国家 爱尔兰

产品/机械
Somex is dedicated to assisting Quality Assurance and Production departments meet the challenge of increased workload and regulatory
requirements. We provide automated solutions that enable laboratories to be even more efficient while maintaining quality and repeatability.

Somex designs some of the finest Glass & PET container testing instruments. Originating with ideas from our customers, Somex engineers provide
cost effective solutions with efficiency and reliability at the forefront of our designs. Most of the brand leaders in the Glass & PET container industry use
Somex instruments as a benchmark for their quality systems.

… intelligent designs

Our core expertise is design of innovative testing instruments for manufacturers of Glass & PET containers.

… our culture

We strive to provide an efficient and responsive interaction with our customers. Not just at initial enquiry but right through the life cycle of our
equipment. We we work really hard to ensure our customer receive the information and support they require in hours not days or weeks.

… why choose Somex instead of another equipment supplier?

Service is our first priority, incoming enquiries are handled promptly, either by phone or by e mail by one of our experienced engineers. Many of our
machines are fitted with a ‘remote communication module’, spares (which are reasonably priced!) are in stock and can be shipped same day. Each of
our engineers has a professional qualification, very experienced and demonstrates a real willingness to go that extra mile for our customers.  Somex
has earned a reputation for placing customer satisfaction as the highest priority. Our aim is to leverage our unique ability for innovative design
engineering in order that you the customer can benefit from our technology.

Company Profile of Somex Ltd

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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